Aligning Differential Equations with Partner Disciplines
through Applications (a SUMMIT-P collaboration)

About Virginia Commonwealth
University

About the Faculty Team
Pictured from left to right: The VCU team, led by Dr.
Rebecca Segal (PI) from Mathematics and Applied
Mathematics and Dr. Vennie Filippas (co-PI) from
Electrical and Computer Engineering work to bring
faculty together from across the campus. Dr. William
Haver, emeritus Mathematics serves on the grant
project management team. Laura Ellwein Fix from
Mathematics and Applied Mathematics is a senior
investigator on the project.
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About the Overall Project

Fall 2019

Courses: Differential Equations (and later Calculus I)
Partner Disciplines: Engineering (and later Biology/Chemistry/Physics)
Mathematics and partner discipline faculty will collaborate to
• Understand Curriculum Foundations (CF) project recommendations;
• Use these recommendations to improve the content of selected
courses,
• Pilot modified sections and evaluate the effectiveness of new
approaches,
• Offer workshops and support for instructors using these new
curricula, and
• Collaborate within the consortium and disseminate findings.
The CF recommendations rest on two pillars: contextualizing problem
solving and active learning, which align with VCU’s curriculum and
commitment to student learning. The VCU team will work with
Science and Engineering faculty to renew the Introductory Differential
Equations course, followed by the Calculus I course. They will
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• Increase the relevance and frequency of applications in the courses;
• Adapt and develop materials to make the language, notation and
topics of the courses more directly transferable to the partner
discipline courses; and
• Examine the ordering of topics in the courses to better mesh with the
timing needed by the partner disciplines.
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Heat Transfer Example
Consider the typical cross-section of a pipe and insulation with the
given thermal conductivity k. Determine the expression of heat rate Q
in terms of the parameters given in the figure. Is it possible to find the
temperature distribution through the insulation without knowing Q?

Pictured from left to right: The Mathematics team
consists of Joe Flenner, Angela Reynolds, Reed
Ogrosky. and Suzanne Robertson. These faculty
worked to develop a revised Differential Equations
course and offered pilot sections.

The team will also support mathematics review when needed in
introductory courses in the partner disciplines and will also provide
training workshops to support mathematics instructors with the
renewed courses.
Hint: Use Fourier's Law: Q = thermal conductivity x surface area x
𝑑𝑇
temperature gradient i.e. 𝑄 = 𝑘(2𝜋𝑟)
𝑑𝑟

Student Attitude Survey

Conclusions

I've applied what I've learned in this course to
my work in non-mathematics courses.
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What I learned in this course will be applicable
to things I may have to do in the future.

I feel that I can apply what I've learned in this
course to real world problems.
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Student attitude survey were given to students in differential equations at
the end of the semester. Surveys were given in person, during class time.
Surveys were not given during the pandemic onset but will restart in the fall

General Impressions
• Continued communication between departments is critical
• Working in small groups during class time was productive for
students
• In-class work helped students develop connections between
concepts
• In-class work takes time and means less material is covered
Future Items to Consider
• How is learning best accomplished? What is the best emphasis for
the assessments?
• How to balance instructor time for feedback with in-depth student
work?
• How best to maintain effective communication between
mathematics and the partner disciplines?
How to Assess?
• Student attitude surveys
• Student tests in engineering courses
• Partner discipline faculty surveys
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Pictured from left to right: The Partner Discipline
team consists of Supathorn Phongikaroon
(Mechanical & Nuclear Engineering), Thea Pepperl
(Biomedical Engineering, Alen Docef (Electrical &
Computer Engineering), and Kerwin Foster (Physics).
All faculty teach courses with Differential Equations
as a prerequisite.

